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Important Information 
 
Avid recommends that you read all the information in this ReadMe file thoroughly before installing or using 
any new software release. 

Revision History 
Date Comment 
March 7, 2017 Clarified installation requirements for server and clients. 
 

Installation Requirements 
Patch v3.4.3.25209 contains full installers for PC only. The installers have the following requirements: 

• This patch is recommended to be installed on all Media Indexer v3.4.x servers and clients. 
• This patch is also recommended to be installed on all Media Indexer v3.x servers and clients earlier 

than 3.5 which includes the following: 
o Media Indexer 3.0.x 
o Media Indexer 3.1.x 
o Media Indexer 3.2.x 
o Media Indexer 3.3.x 
o Media Indexer 3.4.x 

• The internal database schema version has changed from MI versions older than MI v3.4.1 so that an 
upgrade will require a full re-indexation of all media and might appear offline during that time. Re-
indexation can take several hours at a large site. Please plan accordingly when upgrading. 

Limitations 
The following limitations are present in this patch release: 

• The AMA WAV/AIFF plugin that ships with MC 8.2.x and MC v7.0.4.x can cause media offline for 
audio-only media and you may be unable to perform dynamic relink to AMA–linked media. This will 
occur if the first audio track is not labeled A1 or the audio tracks that you are importing are not 
consecutively numbered. This problem is fixed in MC v8.2.3, MC 7.0.4.2, and higher. 

• IPMI-2648: Making changes to the MI High Availability Group (HAG) can take longer than in earlier 
releases. This applies to the following operations: request that an MI join or leave the HAG, change 
the name of the HAG, and change an MI’s weight in the HAG.  

• This patch is only available on Windows.  



 

Fixed in Interplay Media Indexer v3.4.3.25209 
IPMI-5027 – Local Media Indexer to Server Media Indexer Communication Robustness 

Timeout 
The default timeout for communication between local and server Media Indexer was defined as 
5 seconds. If a longer running request failed to finish within the allowed time, the client would 
retry the request while the server still provides the response which will be stale until the left 
over message is considered expired and cleaned up from memory. 
 
This situation could cause situations where most or all memory is consumed by stale 
messages and inhibit other further communication with the Media Indexer servers until the 
expired messages had been cleaned up. 
 
This fix increases the timeout by default to a higher value of 30 seconds and allows to 
configure the timeout on a per Media Indexer instance aspect. 
 
In order to take effect, this fix needs to be made available on the MI client side. 
 
The timeout can be configured via a system property in AvidMI.vmoptions file on Windows: 
 
Example to Customize: 
 
-Dcom.avid.mi.media.facade.amq.bus.AmqServiceProxyFactory.defaultTimeout=45000 
 

Note the special format of the AvidMI.vmoptions file. 

 
This fix reduces the risk of leaving stale messages around for longer by defining a default 
timeout value of 30 seconds. 

 

RetryCount 
 
The retry mechanism by default would attempt to retry a local to server Media Indexer request 
up to 2 times ending up with up to 3 times doing the same request before giving up. 
 
Coupled with exceeding the timeout for a remote request to finish, this could lead to situations 
where long running requests get repeated several times so that additional resources are kept 
busy on the Media Indexer server. Those resources should be cleaned up, after a default 
expiration time of 15 minutes or after around 60 to 120 seconds after a client is no longer 
interested in a response (or has given up on it). 
 
The retry mechanism was changed to default to 0 retries but now is customizable via 
AvidMI.vmoptions file on Windows: 
 
Example to Customize: 

 
-Dcom.avid.mi.media.facade.amq.bus.AmqServiceProxyFactory.maxRetryCount=1 

 

Note the special format of the AvidMI.vmoptions file. 

 
The change implied by this fix is required to be put on the Media Indexer client side to take 
effect for the local to server Media Indexer communication. 
 
This fix reduces the risk of leaving stale messages around for longer by defining a default retry 
value of 0 seconds. 

 



Broker Memory 
The broker memory was configured for an allowance of up to 500 MB to be consumed for 
Media Indexer request-reply messaging. 
In order to further enhance the messaging communication between MI and clients, the broker 
memory was changed to an allowance of 1 GB. 
 
Note that this does not change the Media Indexer total memory requirements. 
 
This is not configurable out of the box. 
 

Purge Stale Message Queues 
Media Indexer by default is cleaning up messages from queues that appear to be stale which 
is defined by no client is listening for messages on that queue any longer. 
 
In that case, all messages get removed from the queue after about 90 seconds of recognizing 
the situation. 
 
This fix by default will also attempt to remove the queue after having purged all messages from 
the queue. The removal of the queue can be disabled by configuration but is in place by 
default. 
 
This change to take effect, requires the fix to be installed on the server side Media Indexer. 
 
The feature can be disabled via jini.config file as follows: 
 
Example to Disable: 
 
com.avid.mi.management.actions.PurgeMessageAction 
{ 
  // this is by default off 
  // set to Boolean.TRUE to enable that queues are removed when stale messages get removed 
  static attemptDeleteQueue = Boolean.FALSE; 
} 

 

 

IPMI-5050– Additional MediaIndexer Request-Reply Messaging Enhancements for Better Robustness 

Dead Letter Queue Retries 
As Media Indexer request-reply messages expire (by default after 15 minutes), they usually 
move into a dead letter queue which might retry to re-deliver the message up to 3 times before 
really expiring the message. 
 
This fix changes the default number of retries for the dead letter queue to attempt to redeliver 
the message to 0 and allows to customize the value. 
 
To have the fix take effect for local to server Media Indexer communication, this fix needs to be 
applied to the Media Indexer server. 
 
Example to Disable: 
 
-Dcom.avid.mi.media.facade.amq.AmqDlqListener.maxRetryCount=1 
 

Note the special format of the AvidMI.vmoptions file. 

 
 

Dead Letter Queue Disabled 
This fix also disables the dead letter queue completely. This is not configurable. 



Note that this will put the configuration for the “Dead Letter Queue Retries” setting without 
effect. 
 

Reapplying Destination Policies when Reconfiguring Media Indexer Messaging Broker 
 

The above improvements on “Dead Letter Queue Disabled” and “Dead Letter Queue Retries” 
was not explicitly taken care of when reconfiguring the Media Indexer message broker, e.g. 
when joining or leaving the HAG. 
 
In order to explicitly apply those improvements in those situations as well, the destination 
policies for the Media Indexer get reapplied in certain cases. 
 
This is enabled by default, but can be disabled by configuration in jini.config: 
 
Example to Disable: 
 
com.avid.mi.media.facade.BrokerConfigurationService 
{ 
  // this is by default off 
  // set to Boolean.TRUE to enable that queues are removed when stale messages get removed 
  static adaptDestinationPolicies = Boolean.FALSE; 
} 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  



Fixed in Interplay Media Indexer v3.4.2.25179 
IPMI-4728 – Audio Offline when Mixing Interplay v3.5 and Media Indexer Sever v3.4 or Older 

 
 
The audio offline problem can happen in the following situation: 

• In an Interplay environment that contains components from version v3.5 while the Media 
Indexer server is of an earlier version than v3.5 

Under this condition, some Interplay components might encounter situations where Audio media shows 
offline. 
 
This situation can occur in Interplay components that communicate with the Media Indexer server in 
the process of finding media matching a search request (quality match and relink). Typical candidates 
for these components are Interplay Transcode, Interplay Transfer, Interplay Assist, or others. 
 
Do one of the following to fix the problem: 

• Upgrade the MI servers to v3.5 
• If the upgrade to v3.5 is not possible for the time being, upgrade the MI servers to v3.4.2 

For example, the site may not be able to upgrade to MI v3.5 because it runs editors that rely on a 
connection to Avid Service Framework (ASF). This includes the editors that originally shipped with MI 
v2.7.x such as MC v6.5.4.x. In that case, upgrade to MI server v3.4.2. 

 
 
 

 

IPMI-4711 – Improved MI Stability by Enhanced Resource Handling for Log Archiving 

Several enhancements have been introduced to improve the stability of the Media Indexer in certain 
situations. 

• Improved Memory Footprint for Creating and Managing Log File Archives 

This improvement was introduced originally in v3.3 and reduces the amount of memory used 
during the process of adding log files from the log staging folder of the day to the log archive 
zip of the day. 
 

• Improved Process Cleanup for Terminated Metadata Extraction Processes (ummdworker) 

Media Indexer now closes open streams in a timelier manner.  This refers to streams that might 
be left over from the communication with external indexation processes after those processes 
have been terminated. Closing these streams is performed in the background. This feature can 
be turned on and off and is enabled by default.  
 
Furthermore, the internal handle that controls the communication to the external process can 
be automatically closed by Media Indexer. However, this behavior is strongly platform 
dependent and might have undesired side effects. The behavior is disabled by default and Avid 
does not recommend enabling this feature in production. For additional information, see the 
latest version of the Interplay v3.4 ReadMe on the Knowledge Base. 
 

• Log Archive File Management 



Earlier versions of Media Indexer might encounter the following problem: 
 
 
When Media Indexer tries to add more log files to the current day log archive file, it must 
create a new file because the existing file is locked. So it creates a new file with the same name 
and an additional suffix such as “(1)” indicating how often this happened for the current log 
file. 
 
In some cases Media Indexer would not create a new log file for the next day or any following 
days. Instead, it would keep adding to the most recent numbered log file. A restart would not 
correct the situation. 
 
The only remedy would be to remove all numbered log archive files from the log archive 
folders for Media Indexer. 
 
As a consequence of the described issue, the archive log files might grow too large over time so 
that during the attempt to add even more log files to that archive, the resource consumption of 
the system started growing too large for the Media Indexer and probably other applications to 
operate normally. In that situation, Media Indexer might appear hung or very slow and 
memory consumption on that machine would be at a high level. 
 
This problem is fixed. Starting with MI v3.4.2, MI will use separate log archive files for a newer 
day even if there are older numbered log archive files present. 

 
 
 

 
 
  



Fixed in Interplay Media Indexer v3.4.1.25075 
IPMI-3900 

Media Indexer did not take into account the “origin” value in the AAF/AMA meta data when computing 
the start time for media. That could result in media offline for AMA linked media that signals “origin”. 
This might happen to be the case for media that has precharge. This has been fixed. 

Indexing Files Starting with a Period 
Starting at Interplay Media Indexer v3.3.1, v3.1.4, and v3.4.1, files starting with a period (“.”) are not indexed 
by default. This change was made in response to problems indexing some resource fork files generated by Mac 
OS X systems. Resource fork files start with a period and underscore (._). 
 
If you wish to change the default behavior, you can edit the jini.config file on the MI server. The procedure in 
this section shows how to instruct MI to ignore files beginning with “._” and index other files start with a 
period. 
 

To instruct MI to index files that start with a period: 

1. Locate the following file on the MI server: 

%Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state\config\jini\jini.config 

2. Edit the file in an application such as Notepad and search for the block of text beginning 

with “static excludePatterns” as shown below. Line numbers are added for reference. Note 
that the lines may be numbered differently in different versions of the file. 
 
113 static excludePatterns = new Pattern[] { 
114 Pattern.compile( ".*\\\\Creating((.*\\\\.*)|\\..*)?", flags ), 
115 Pattern.compile( ".*/Creating(/.*)?", flags ), 
116 Pattern.compile( ".*/Creating((.*/.*)|\\..*)?", flags ), 
117 Pattern.compile( ".*\\\\+Quarantined Files(\\\\.*)?", flags ), 
118 Pattern.compile( ".*/+Quarantined Files(/.*)?", flags ), 
119 Pattern.compile( ".*\\\\temp(\\\\.*)?", flags ), 
120 Pattern.compile( ".*/temp(/.*)?", flags ), 
121 Pattern.compile( ".*\\.pmr", flags ) , 
122 Pattern.compile( ".*\\.mdb", flags ), 
123 Pattern.compile(".*\\\\\\..*(\\\\.*)?", flags), 
124 Pattern.compile(".*/\\..*(/.*)?", flags)}; 

 
You will edit the last three lines of this block of text. 

 
  



3. Edit lines 123 and 124 as shown the example below. The following examples show the text before and 
after the edits. 

Before: 
 
Pattern.compile( ".*\\.mdb", flags ), 
Pattern.compile(".*\\\\\\..*(\\\\.*)?", flags), 
Pattern.compile(".*/\\..*(/.*)?", flags)}; 

 
 

After: 
 
Pattern.compile( ".*\\.mdb", flags ), 
Pattern.compile(".*\\\\\\._.*(\\\\.*)?", flags), 
Pattern.compile(".*/\\._.*(/.*)?", flags)}; 

4. Save your changes and restart the Media Indexer service. 

After you restart the MI, it automatically begins ignoring files that start with “._” and 
indexes files that start with a just a period. No manual rescan or re-index is required. 

5. Repeat these steps on all of your Media Indexer servers. 

If you want the client MI to index files on its local drive that start with a period then you should modify the 
client MI. If the files only reside on your local drive then you do not have to modify the server MI 
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